
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of strategy senior manager. Please review the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do
not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and
talent.

Responsibilities for strategy senior manager

Manage competing demands and objectives without compromising timelines
and the quality of output
Managing the network configuration of lanes, nodes and timings, working
with stakeholders across the Transportation organization
Creating network topologies and capacity plans to meet demand, reduce
cost and improve speed
Working closely with colleagues (Operations Research Scientists and Network
Planners) to drive analysis, business cases and alignment with business stake-
holders
MBA degree with global strategy experience or experience with strategy
consulting would be preferred
At least 5yrs of general business work with experience on strategy
development preferred
Good project management capabilities and high attention to detail
Provide thought leadership to identify and execute on actions to improve
profitability
Lead the team in the creation of deliverables such as content audits, content
frameworks, messaging architecture, content hierarchy, narratives, structured
content & scalable content recommendations, content recommendation
prototypes
Overall project lead across high-complexity, multi-workstream engagements
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underlying issues) and determine the appropriate solutions that will lead the
client to create strategic direction

Qualifications for strategy senior manager

A proven ability to “see beyond the numbers” and provide analytical insights
Work or project experience in at least two geographies (e.g., US / Europe,
China / Europe)
Minimum of five years of overall highly diverse strategy consulting
experience, which must include evidence of career progression to the
engagement manager level or higher
Experience working within a leading global business consulting firm,
preferred
Experience conducting rigorous business and financial analysis/modeling and
hypothesis development and testing
Demonstrated ability to manage multiple deliverables simultaneously


